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Notice regarding the cancellation of admission to the B. Voc. programme under the self-

financing system for the year 2019-2020 

 

The operation of the B. Voc. programme for the year 2019-2020 was proposed under the self-

financing system with the terms and conditions that, there has to be admission of minimum 15 

students in each discipline and total minimum 30 students in two disciplines, and the total fees 

payable at the time admission to first year is  ` 27,345/-, and the total fee payable at the start of 

the second and third year is ` 26,970/- per year. The 2 rounds of admission has already got 

completed. A total of only 15 students have taken admission in 2 rounds of admission.  

 

In the mean time, a request letter was received from 18 candidates who got selected in the 1
st
 and 

2
nd

 drives of admission (but did not take admission) that, they wish to take admission in the B. 

Voc. programme by taking the education loan from the Bank. They requested the Admission 

Committee of B. Voc. to allow them to pay the fee in 2 installments. The matter was forwarded 

by the University authorities to the Academic Council for decision. The AC meeting of the 

University could not be held on 27
th

 Sept., 2019, and this has placed the academic activities in 

the B. Voc. programme out of track of the academic calendar of the University. 

 

Under the circumstances, it has been decided to discontinue the admission to the B. Voc. 

programme for the current academic year 2019-2020. Therefore, the candidates who have 

already taken admission in the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 drives are requested to kindly apply for the 

return of fees paid by them at the earliest. 

 

  

         (Prasanna Kumar G.V.) 

            Incharge (B. Voc.) 

Copy to 

(i) PS to VC for the kind information to the Honourable Vice Chancellor 

(ii) Registrar for kind information 

(iii) Dean (Life Sciences) 

(iv) Director (Computer Centre) with a request to notify in Assam University web site  

(v) FO, Assam University with a request to arrange for the refund of the Admission fees 

to the students. 

(vi) B. Voc. Admission file 


